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Picture of the day:

Highlights of the day:

Today I got up at the usual time, 6 am and

Had planned a lot of things, but not all of it came true.
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It was great weather with clear skies.

I had heard about Arthur Avenue in the Bronx. This is regarded as the real little Italy 
in NYC 🗽.

Many people knows the little Italy neighborhood in Manhattan, and it used to be 
much bigger. Chinatown has slowly taken over and today it's only a couple of streets 
around Mulberry Street.

Arrhur Avenue is bigger with more restaurants and more.

Took the 4 train to Fordham road and then the Bx12 bus to Southern 
boulevard,where Bronx Zoo has an entrance.

I love the zoo but I think the entrance fee is a bit too high.

Walked a little and reached Arthur Avenue.

Everybody here spoke Italian and they have this little indoor market with a lot of 
great Italian food.

On the street there are a lot of authentic stores and restaurants.

On the corner of Arthur and East 187, I found Luna Café, where I first got a cup of 
coffee, because food was first served at 11am.

At precisely 11am the waiter gave me a menu cart LOL and I ordered a pepperoni 
pizza 🍕 that was quite good.

So nice to sit people watching at an outdoor café in my city 😀 😀 😀 😀 😀

Took the bus back towards the station, but got off 2 stops before. Just as I came out, 
I heard music. " At the hop" by Danny and the Juniors.

This is one of my favorite tunes and people were rocking in the streets.

Of course it was not live but that would be impossible as the lead singer, Joe Terry 
recently passed.

Continued on the 4 line to Woodlawn and visited Woodlawn Cemetery.

This is one of the many soooo beatyful cemeteries in NYC.

Actually I have made a cemetery walking tour.

You have to visit to believe how spectacular these cemeteries are.

There are mausoleums bigger than my house 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

I had planned to see a good friend in the afternoon, but my newly made tattoo had 
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https://youtu.be/OuommAHOhTg

https://youtu.be/OuommAHOhTg

